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1. INTRODUCTION 
By the geodetic boundary problem we mean the problem of determining the 
shape of the earth from measurements of the attracting force G and the potential 
Won the earth’s surface, i.e., the determination of the coordinates of any point 
of the earth’s surface with respect to an Euclidean frame, in which for example 
the x,-axis may be the axis of revolution. 
In his fundamental paper [4] Hiirmander has formulated the problem as 
follows: 
Given fu?lctio?ls 
W:52:={~ElR3:~~~ = l}+F& G: s2 -+ W, 
(representing the measured ata of the potential and the force of attraction), find an 
embedding 
A: ss 4 w 
such that in the “exterior” Q, of the surface h(B)l there exists a potential with data 
W on the boundary for a field of force with data G on the boundary. 
Bearing in mind that the earth is rotating with an angular velocity w, the field 
of force and the potential consist of gravitational and rotational parts, indicated 
by subscripts g and Y, hence one looks for an embedding A := (A, , A, , 5)’ 
(T: transposition) so that there exists a function u E C2(QA) n C1(DA) satisfying 
* Supported by Sonderforschungsbereich 72 at the University of Bonn, which is 
sponsored by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft. 
1 For an embedding q : S? - R3, Sr, always denotes the exterior domain bounded 
by the image ~(5’~). 
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u(x) = q x I-1), as 1x/-+03, (1) 
Vu 0 h(5) + w2(U5); h(5); 0)’ = ‘35) = GAO + G(5) 5 E s2 (2) 
u o qz) + (42)(42(5) + V(1)) = W(5), (3) 
Au=0 in Q,. (4) 
Here u is the gravitational and (09/2)(x,2 + x~) th e rotational part of the potential. 
In the physical model underlying this formulation the earth is considered to be 
a rigid body rotating about the x,-axis with a constant angular velocity W. 
Under the additional assumption that the centre of mass is the origin, which in 
particular means that the centre of mass is on the axis of revolution, the expansion 
of u into spherical harmonics does not contain any harmonic of degree 1. Thus 
(1) becomes 
geR u(x) = y( x 1-l + O((i x 1-3), as ) x ) -+ a. (5) 
In [4], Hiirmander studies the free boundary value problem given by (2) 
(3) (4) (5): He first treats the linearized problem, which in the geodetic literature 
is known as “linear Molodensky’s problem,” and uses a priori bounds of the 
solutions of the linearized problem in order to apply a hard implicit function 
theorem to the geodetic boundary problem. (In fact, the problem must be 
modified slightly because of certain eigensolutions of the linearized problem.) 
A most important point in [4] is the derivation of this abstract implicit function 
theorem leading to an existence and uniqueness result which is, roughly speaking, 
of the following type: 
Suppose a Cm-solution v is Known with respect to P-data (Go, WO). Then 
to any data (G, W) which are “near” to (Go, W”) with respect o the c2+f-topology 
(E E (0, 1) arbitrary) one can Jind a soltiion X of the (modified) geodetic boundary 
problem %ear” to 7 in P+E. If the data are smoother than C2f6 the solution is as 
smooth as the data. Finally there exist Cs++e&hbourhoods II of (Go, W”) and 2.l 
of 7 such that in b there is at most one C3fs- solution with respect o data G, WE Il. 
Of course, the uniqueness expressed in the last sentence also holds for the 
non-modified problem and Hijrmander states that it can be proved in C2+F, too. 
In this paper a uniqueness theorem will be proved which weakens the topo- 
logy to Cl. For a certain model problem, an estimation from below as to the 
neighbourhood 8 will be given. 
However, we shall simplify the problem: we shall suppose that the rotational 
part of the potential is known, so that (2) and (3) can be replaced by 
VUQX = G, V-9 
uah = w, (7) 
where the subscripts g are omitted. 
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For a justification, note that, as usual in geodesy, the earth’s surface A is 
sought near a known surface 71 and the data for h and 7 are given by G, l+T and 
Go, lv”, respectively. (In geodesy this surface 7 is called “the telluroid” and Go, 
W” are the boundary values for the so called “normal gravity” and “normal 
potential.“) Letting 6A : = h - q> 6G : = G - Go, etc. and using the numerical 
values of [3, Sect. 2.1 I] 
I SG III 8% I * w”/(2c / ?j I-“) R3 1.7 x 10-a 
1 swr l/I SMI, / Ft co2 / 7, I/(c ) 7) I-“) w 3.4 x IO-3 
hold, where we assumed 
and U(X) = c 1 x 1-i for the earth’s and the normal potential (c: gravitationa 
constant x earth’s mass). Furthermore, in (6, 7), G, + 6G,. , ?vg + SlV, are 
used instead of the “correct” data G, and W, . As the derivation 6X of the earth 
h from usual telluroids 7 is known to be less than 100 m, then the numerical 
values from [3] yield, e.g., j 6G, 1 < 5.2 x 1Om6 cm sec2 which is below the 
accuracy of measurement (f lo-* cm sec2 [3, Sect. 3.91). It should be mentioned, 
however, that a uniqueness theorem in the Cl-topology can also be proved for 
w -# 0, i.e., for the original problem (2) (3) (4) (5), provided w is small. This 
will be done in a subsequent paper. An idea of this proof will be given at the end 
of this paper. 
Roughly speaking, we shall show in this paper that with respect to given data 
(G, W) there exists at most one HGlder-continuously differentiable solution h of 
the problem (4) (5) (6) (7), p rovided it is known a priori that 1 /\ - ? Ii is smaller 
than a constant 6, depending among other things, on G and its derivatives up to 
order 2. Here 1 * Ii denotes the norm in the space C*(.!P, lP) of continuously 
differentiable functions of P into [w3, i.e., 
1411:= sup (1 &(5)1 + I ~,tYm 
EES2:i=l,Z.3 
where Va is the surface gradient on s” and 6 E Cl(s2, UP). 9 is a known approxi- 
mating solution (telluroid) with respect to certain data (G, WO). 
The type of telluroids which are admissible will be explained in Section 3. 
One possible choice is the following: consider a potential V(X) : = c . / x 1-l of a 
point mass, approximately the mass of the earth, and draw a surface in the field 
of force which fits into the data G, i.e., choose 17 to satisfy Vv 0 7 =. G. In this 
case: 
~(5) = -cl/2 I W3r3”G(S), (El?. (8) 
We call this telluroid “spherical.” All other possible telluroids are constructed 
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in the same way using different potentials w. A spherical telluroid is used in the 
model problem to estimate the constant 8, from below. 
From a paper of Kinderlehrer and Nirenberg [5] we were led to the idea of 
applying the Legendre-transform 1: x -+ VU(X) to the geodetic boundary problem. 
As a consequence, the unknown domain QR, is mapped onto a known domain D 
which is surrounded by the surface G(P). With the potential function u one can 
associate an “adjoint potential” u’(z) := x * z - U(X), z = I(r), so that I-l(z) = 
Vzi(z); thus Vzi(G([)) = h(t). This adjoint potential is a solution of a non-linear 
elliptic equation, quadratic in the second derivatives: 
6 also satisfies an oblique boundary condition: 
z * Vzi(z) - 22(z) = W(5), z := G(t), (10) 
and some asymptotic conditions at the origin. 
If X, and ha are solutions with respect to the same data G, W and u, , u2 the 
corresponding potentials, then w := z& - 22, satisfies 
L(li, + IiJW := (A(221 + 222) . Sij - ai aj(zZ, + I&)) ai ajw = 0 (11) 
and the homogeneous boundary condition (10). 
To prove the uniqueness theorem we therefore show that if 1 Xi - r) II (i = 1,2) 
is sufficiently small, the Legendre transforms can be carried out and the kernel 
of L(zZ, + z&J with the homogeneous boundary condition (10) is the same as 
the kernel of L(e);), where w is the “normal” potential corresponding to the 
telluroid 7. This kernel, however, will be spanned by the three functions zj 
(i = 1, 2, 3), from which the theorem follows. 
In the following section conditions are established which guarantee that the 
Legendre transform with respect to an exterior potential function u is a global 
diffeomorphism and the equations for adjoint potentials are derived. Having 
defined the admissible telluroids in Section 3, we will estimate the differences of 
the second derivatives of the potentials u (belonging to h) and er (belonging to 7) 
in Section 4. These estimates show that the Legendre transform is applicable 
and yield estimates for the differences of the coefficients of L(z&) and L(G). In 
Section 5 the uniqueness theorem will be proved and in the Appendix we will 
calculate the neighbourhood for the model problem. 
In 1977, a paper of Sanso [7] appeared which was the first to propose using 
the Legendre transform in the simplified version (4) (5) (6) (7) of the geodetic 
p Sum convention: If an index appears twice in a product summation over its range 
is implied. ai : partial differentiation in the i-th direction. 
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boundary problem. Sanso derives the nonlinear boundary value problem for the 
adjoint potential and proves existence near a spherical telluroid. 
2. THE LEGENDRE TRANSFORM 
Throughout this section s;! C lR3 denotes an exterior domain of class Cl; the 
boundary aQ is the image of a Cl-embedding of s2 into IX3 and 0 E R3 - 0. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let u E C(Q) satisfy 
(i) VufOinD; ~Vu~+Oas~-+co, 
(ii) the matrix U(x) of the second a2riwatives ai a,u(x) is invertible, for all 
XEQ 
(iii) I ian: a52 + Iw3, l(x) = Vu(x) is injective. 
Further 
r: = (2~ ~3: 2 = VU(X), XE aq, 
and denote by D, the open bounded omain with boundary r and D := D,, - {O}. 
Then the following assert& hoM: 
(iv) 1: x -+ x = VU(X) is a Cl-dzpeomorphism of 9 onto D U r, 
(v) zi: D U r-t (w, zi(z) = z * l-l(z) - u 0 Zkl(a) is of chzss C*(D U r). 
(vi) I-l(z) = V ( ) zi z , x E D u r, and u(x) = x . Z(x) - u’ 0 Z(x). 
Remark. In case II is a potential function in .Q, we will call 2 the adjoint 
potential of u. Also the condition ‘Vu # 0 in,” can be replaced by “x . VU(X) # 
0 on XY’; for with u also x . VU(X) is a potential function and therefore different 
from 0 in 0 according to the maximum principle. 
Proof. By (ii) and (iii) r can be considered as the image of a P-embedding of 
s2 into R3 and therefore D is a well-defined bounded domain. By (i) 1 is bounded 
and 0 E a(@)); by (ii) I is an open mapping and therefore I(Q) = D and parti- 
cularly 0 E D, . 
To show that 1 is injective note that the determinant of the Jacobian det U of 
1 does not change sign in Q. Hence, by familiar properties of the Brouwer degree, 
any point in D must have an equal number n > 1 of originals. Suppose n > 1. 
Because of (i) and (iii), then one can construct two sequences xk E 9, yk E L? 
with the following properties: xk # .yk for each k, xk , and yk tend to some 
x E LU2, and l(xk) = I( yk). This contradicts the local bijectivity of I in D which is 
guaranteed by (ii). Thus (iv) is proved. 
To prove (v) and (vi) note that clearly zi E C1(D U r) and consider VG(a), 
z E D u r. Of course, Vqz) = I-l(z) (cf. [2, p. 331) and since 1 is a Ci-diffeomor- 
phism of d onto D u I’, Ez must be of class G(D u r). 1 
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In the following theorem the differential equation for the adjoint potential is 
given and the asymptotic behaviour near the origin is determined. These results 
are similar to those of Sanso [7]. 
THEOREM 2.2, Let u and D be giwen as in Theorem 2.1. and suppose, in addit& 
that u sokles Au = 0 in Q. Then for any function v E C(Q) 
-det u-l(x) b(x) = [A(Z) aij - ai a,qqj ai ajv o 1-p) =: L(~)v o z-p) (12) 
holds. Here z = l(x) and zi is the adjoint potential of u. L(U) is an elliptic operator 
and fi satisfies 
L(li)C = 0. (9) 
If? asx-+co, 
u(x) = c . ( x 1-l + S(l x I-B), c > 0, p > 2, (13) 
thenasz+0 
U’(z) = -2cl/‘J ) z jl/s + O(l z p2) 
ho& and this relation can 6e diffentiated twice: 
(14) 
ai+) = -s/2 1 z pzi + O(I z p2-1) (15) 
ai a,ti(z) = -c112 ] z I-3/2(Sij - (3/2) ZiZj j z I-‘} + O(l z IS/2-2); i, jE{l; 2; 3). (16) 
Proof. An easy calculation shows that do(x) = ai&) a, a& o Z-l)(z) 
z : = Z(x), where the matrix of the coefficients ail;(z) is just V(x). Using the fact 
that Au = 0, i.e., trace U(x) = 0, and denoting the matrix of the second deriva- 
tives of ri by 0, one sees from a spectral decomposition that U:(X) = -det U(X) . 
(trace o(z) * I - o(z)), w h ere I is the unit matrix. (Note that det V(X) f O!) 
Hence (12) is proved, and evidently L(C) is elliptic. 
(9) follows from (12) because zi 0 I(x) = xVu(x) - u(x) is a potential function. 
The asymptotic relations (14) (15) (16) can be calculated from those valid for u. 
Observe that u is a potential function and hence (13) can be differentiated up to 
any order. Thus, as x + co, 
aif+) = -c.xi 1 x l-3 + s(l .x j-y, (17) 
ai ajUtx) = --C{Sij - 3xixj j x I-‘}/ x /-3 + U(i(l s (-o-z), (18) 
Since zi = a+(x), then (17) establishes rules for changing from x to x = I(x),, 
specifically: 
( z j . 1 x I2 = c + U(l x l-6-1) as 1 x 1 --f co, (19) 
g(x) = O(l x 1-3 as IxI-+cc -gal-l(z) =O(lz17~) as Ixl-+O. (20) 
for any function g on S2 and any 7 E R. 
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Now 
22 0 Z(x) = -2c I x I-1 + O(l x I-0) = -2c(J .z 1 ( x /*)-l/2 ) ,z 1112 + F(I x I-“). 
Hence (14) follows from (19; 20). 
Observing Vu’ = Z-l, (17) (19) (20) yield 
Vu’(z) = -c-l 1 x 132 + O(l x I-““) = -cll’? 1 ,z j-3/% + &(I .zz IW1) 
which proves (15). 
TO prove (16) denote by @(x) the (q)-entry of the matrix U-l(x). Then, 
writing x = I-l(z) as above, we get from (18) 
ai a&) = z&(x) = -c-l ) x 13[aij - (3/2) xixi 1 x I-21 + O(l x l-8+4) 
and from (15) 
1 x 1-1~~ = a,q) . 1 vqzp = -zi I z l-1 + O(I x pw). 
Using (19; 20) again the two formulas above give (16). 1 
3. ADMISSIBLE TELLUROIDS 
In this section we discuss the properties of those surfaces f in whose neighbour- 
hoods the unknown surface X is sought. These surfaces will be called “admissible 
telluroids.” 
Here and in the following we suppose the data G to satisfy: 
G E Cf(S2, UP) is an embedding 
OEUP-~~; i.e., 0 is surrounded by the surface G(B). 
(21) 
(22) 
We want to define r) in such a way that in Q, there exists a potential function v 
whose gradient coincides with the data G on the boundary. Furthermore, it 
should be possible to continue v as a potential function into the interior of 
7(P). Also the Legendre transform with respect to v should be usable. For this 
let 9 denote an exterior domain as in Section 2. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let v E P(o) d enote a potential function in Sz and 
v E C2(sZ, 8) (i.e., the values of 71 are in Q) an embedding satisfying the following 
conditions: 
(i) & v(X) = c I x 1-l + 0(j x I-“) as 1 x ( -+ 00 
(ii) x Vv(x) # 0 on af2. 
(iii) The mapping &? --f UP, x + Vv(x) is an embedding. 
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(iv) The matrix V(x) of the second derivatives ai a&x) is invertible for 
any xE0. 
(v) Vv 0 T = G. 
Then v is called a normal potential and 9 the telluroid belonging to a. 
Conditions (ii)- guarantee that the Legendre transform with respect to e, 
is a C”-diffeomorphism of a onto‘its image. Note further that by (22) 0, C 9. 
Given the normal potential there exists at most one telluroid, and vice versa. 
In [4] Hiirmander considers the linear Molodensky problem, which essentially 
gives the linearization of the geodetic boundary problem (cf. even [6j). This is 
an exterior boundary value problem of potential theory in Q, with an oblique 
boundary condition, involving the boundary operator (6 V) - 1, 6 := r-iVv. 
Since the direction of the force Vv does not vary along integral curves of 6, 
the field 6 is called “the isozenithal field.” We shall say that a telluroid is admis- 
&le, if the linear Molodensky problem is a regular oblique derivative problem, 
Those kernel is spanned by the,partial derivatives i$ of v (i = 1, 2, 3), which 
obviously solve the homogeneous problem. Conditions, when this is the case, 
are given in [4]. 
To be precise, let v be a normal potential, 77 the telluroid with respect to ‘u, 
ti the outward unit normal on 7(S) and suppose 
G(x) . n(x) # 0 for any x E q(S). (23) 
Since 17 is of class C2 the kernel of the above boundary value problem consists of 
functions which are in the Sobolev space H,(sz’)3 for any bounded subdomain 
Q’ C Q,, [I, Sect. 91. The asymptotic conditions at infinity can be expressed by 
requiring these functions to be in the weighted Sobolev space 
Hz,-,(QJ :=== (w E HF(s2,): 1 x I-lw, ajw, 1 x 1 ijaiw EL&&J; i, j = 1, 2, 33. 
Thus the kernel of the Molodensky problem may be defined by 
N(q v) := (w E H2,&ln): dw = 0; j x I-‘(6 . VW - w) E f&(sz,)). 
DEFINITION 3.2. A telluroid with respect to a normal potential v is called 
“admissible” if (23) is satisfied and if dim Ar(v, v) = 3. 
Note that (23) means a restriction to the data: if the “Marussi condition,” 
Definition 3.l(iv), is satisfied, then (23) is equivalent to 
.a * ii(z) # 0, z E G(9, (24) 
3 For the Sobolev spaces, the notations in [I] are used. 
so5/38/I-8 
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where n’ is the outward unit normal field on the surface G(P). This is equivalent 
to the condition that G/I G / is a diffeomorphism of S*. Hence the domain D, 
defined as the interior of G(P) has to be star shaped with respect to the origin. 
Our aim now is to show that any admissible telluroid has a Cl-neighbourhood 
which contains at most one solution of the geodetic boundary problem. 
4. SOME ESTIMATES 
In this section, 7 denotes a telluroid with normal potential w, defined in the 
region D 1 o,, . It is supposed that R, := dist (0, J2) > 0. Furthermore, let 
h E Cr(P, 52) denote an embedding and I( E C2(D,J a potential function satisfying 
(5) (with y > 0) and 
VuoA=Vvor] =G, (25) 
where G satisfies (21) (22). Note that DA C 8 if 1 h - 71 I,, := s~p<~~a 1 X(t) - ~(01 
is sufficiently small. Roughly speaking, we show in this section that, if 17 - )I I1 
is small, the Legendre transform is a P-diffeomorphism of gA onto D u I’ 
(defined by (30)) and that the differences of the coefficients of the operators 
L(u‘) and L(e) are small with 17 - h I1 . Bearing this in mind, the proof of the 
uniqueness theorem in Section 5 can be understood without reading the details 
of this section. We start estimating the first and second derivatives of u - ZI. 
LEMMA 4.1. There exist positive constants 8, , 8, , yI , y8 depending on the 
normal potential v and its abivatiwes up to order 3 and on the embeddings G, 7 and 
their jrst derivatives, such that the following estimates hold for any x E DA: 
I x I2 I Vu(x) - VW < Yl I rl - h lo P prmided Iv--hod&, (26) 
( x 13 I ai $4(x) - ai ap(x)I < Yz I 7 - A II 9 provided I r] - A II < 6,. (27) 
The proof is in two steps: first the estimates are provided for x E aSa, and then, 
for x E Q, . So let us suppose x E &!A . Then the proof of (26) is fairly simple: 
With x = h(l), y = 7(t), [ E s2 we have by (25) 
1 x (2 ( Vu(x) - V?J(x)l = ( x (2 ( Vw( y) - VfJ(x)l 
< (I r) lo + U2 1 WY) - W4l < $5 1 x - Y I 
for a suitable j+ by Taylor’s formula, which is applicable if 8, < dist (a& , aQ) =: 
d (Note that then o,, C 9.) 
The proof of (27) in case x E Z’, will be given in the Appendii (Sect. 6). 
Now let XEQ~. Choose a number R > I 7 lo + d. Then, if x E QA n B(0, R) 
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(B(x, R): open ball of radius R with centre x), we get from the maximum 
principle 
I x I2 I Vu(x) - Vo(x)l < (R2/Ro2) :;!A I I x I2 (Vu(x) - Vo(x))l 
< (R2/Ro2) 71 I h - rl lo - 
For 1 x 1 > R, put w&c) : = 1 x 12(&~(~) - @I(X)). Then, using Poissons for- 
mula and the fact that 
f w,(y) do, = 0, aB(0.R) 
wi can be represented by 
wiw = v4-1R-3 LB, R) {(I x I* - R* I x I21 I x -Y I4 - I x I> 4~) 4, . 
Thus for ) x 1 > R 
I .t” I2 I WC> - W4I < PI SUP (I Y I2 I WY) - VYNV 
vdB(0.R) 
where 
/.L1 := sup (477)-1R-3 I, I(1 x I4 - R2 I x 12) I .2: -y IF3 - I x I I do, . (28) 
Ist>R 
, ,>R 
This proves (26) with yr = (R2/Rs2) p+, . 
In the same way (27) is proved. Denoting by y2 the constant corresponding to 
y1 one gets y2 = (R3/Ro3) p&2 , where 
p2 := I”,?$ (4T)-1R-4 iB(0.R) I(1 x I5 - R* j x I”) I x -y l-3 - I x j2 - 3xy I do,. 
I 
We are now able to show that with respect to u the Legendre transform I is a 
Cl-diffeomorphism of DA onto L3 u r, provided 1 h - 77 II is sufficiently small. 
Here r and D are given by 
r:=G(S2),D:=Do-{O},Do:=Ra-~G, (30) 
i.e., D,, is the bounded domain surrounded by lY 
Notice that with respect to w the Legendre transform e: x + VW(X) is a Cl- 
diffeomorphism of 0 onto e(o) 3 D u r, mapping Q,, onto D u r. 
LEMMA 4.2. There exist positive constants 6, , y3, depending on the same 
quantities as those from Lemma 4.1., such that Vu does not vanish in A?,+ and the 
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matrix U(x) of the second derivatives ai a,u is invertible and satisfies the estimate 
1 U-l(x) - F-‘(x)/ < y3 [ .x 13 1 q - A I1 ) XEQ,, (31) 
provided 1 ? - h II < 8, . Here T’ is the matrix of the second derivatives of v and 
I A I : = (& I % lp)“* 
is used as the norm of a 3 x 3 matrix A := (aij). 
As a consequence the Legendre transfol;m I: DA + D u r, x --t Vu(x) is a Cl- 
dtyeomorphkm. 
Proof. Since ) x I2 / Cv(x)/ is bounded away from 0 by some constant, then 
by (26) also 1 x )* 1 Vu(x)/ is bounded away from 0, provided 1 77 - h lo is suffi- 
ciently small. Also / x 1-3 1 V-l( x IS ounded in D by some constant 8-l. Since, )I . b 
by (277, 
I 1 x l”U(x) - I x 13V(x)l < 6 
holds for sufficiently small I n - )r II , a Neumann expansion shows that U-l(x) 
exists in .QA and (31) holds. 
The assertion concerning I then follows from Theorem 2. I. 1 
In D we now consider the operators L(zi) and L(d) (cf. (4)), where zi and d are 
the adjoint potentials of u and v, respectively. If 0 and P denote the matrices of 
the second derivatives of zi and d, then the matrices of the coefficients of L(G) and 
L(B) are {(trace 0) I - o} and {(trace P) I - r}, respectively. Therefore one 
can estimate the differences of the coefficients of L(6) and L(b) if one can estimate 
I m - @,I. 5 ‘ince U(z) = U-l(l-l(z)), Qz) = f7-‘(e-l(z)), we must essen- 
tially estimate / I-r(a) - e-‘(z)/. 
LEMMA 4.3. There exist two positive constants 6, , y4 , depending on the same 
quantities as those in the previous lemmata, such that fm any .z E D v r 
I l-l(z) - e-WI < y4 I e-‘(z)1 Iv - A lo, 
provided 1 7 - /\ I,, < S, . 
Proof. Choose p > 0 as small that for any x E o* the closed ball B(x, p . j x 1) 
is contained in Q. This can be done independently of h, provided I 77 - X lo is 
small. For fixed x EQ~ consider the mapping 
h: B(0, p) + R3, h(2) : = I x l’(e(x + I x / 2) - e(x)). 
Then h(0) = 0, and the derivative h’ of h, which is given by h’(Z) := 
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1 x /sY(x + j x 1 .%), is invertible. Hence, by the inverse function theorem, h 
establishes a diffeomorphism between some neighbourhood 0 C B(0, p) of 0 and 
some open ball B(0, S). Furthermore there is a constant y so that for y E B(0, 6) 
I h-‘(Y)l d A Y I- 
At first sight the constants y and 6 depend on x. In fact they depend on bounds 
for the second derivatives of h and the norm of the matrice (h’(O))-‘. Since these 
quantities can be estimated independently of x, 6 and y can be chosen the same 
for all IS. Because of Lemma 4.1, with 4 : = 1 x i2(Z(x) - e(x)), 
holds for small 1 r] - X 1, and hence f E B(0, 6) for sufficiently small 1 q - X I,, . 
If x = Z-1(z) and 2 = h-r(e), then e(x + 1 x 1 x”) = Z(x) and 
I 44 - ~-WI = I x I 12 I < Yl x I I 5 I 
< m(l e-WI + I W) - e-WIN h - rl lo 
which proves the lemma. 
Finally, we estimate I o(z) - p(z)/ in terms of I 7 - X Ii . 
LEMMA 4.4. There exist constants 6,) y5, depending on the same quantities 
as the prewious constants, such that, if I 7 - h II < 8, , then 
holds for any z E D v IT 
Proof. Let 6, be the smallest of the constants S, ,..., 8, and put x = E+z), 
y = e-l(z). By (19) and L emma 4.3, ) z j312 < y ] y lW3 and 1 .z 1312 < y j x 1-3 
hold with y depending on the “right” quantities. Therefore: 
/ z (3’2 1 U(z) - V(z)l < y 1 x l-3 j U-l(x) - v-l(x)1 + y ) y l-3 j V-‘(x) - v-y y)l. 
The first term in the sum can be estimated by Lemma 4.2 and for the second term, 
using Taylor’s formula, the following estimate holds: 
I V-l(x) - v-y y)l = 1 v-l(x)1 V( y) - V(x)/ ) v-y y)l 
Gconst. ly~3~x(3[-~(-4~x-yl. 
Using Lemma 4.3 yields the desired estimate. 1 
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5. THE UNIQUENESS THEOREM 
THEOREM 5.1. Let the data G E C2(s’, R3), the domain Sz, the normalpotential 
v and the telluroid 77 be given as in Section 3 and suppose that 7 is admissible. Then 
a constant 6, exists which depends on v and its derivatives up to order 3 as well as on q 
and its first derivatives and on G and its derivatives up to order 2, so that the follow- 
ing is true: 
If h, , A, are Cl-embeddings of S2 into R3 with 1 h, - 7 II < 8, and uk E Cz(L?AK) 
(k = 1, 2) are two potential functions, satisfrig 
(i) Vu, 0 A, = Vu, o A, = G, 
(ii) i41 0 A, = u2 0 A, ) 
(iii) u~(X)=ctIh’I-1+0()“~l-3),asJxI--tco, 
with some positive constants cK (k = 1, 2), then for any 5 E s2 
Zf in addition the derivatives of A1 and AZ are supposed to be Htilder-continuous (or 
eve9z Dini-continuous), then the assumption uk E C*(oAk) can be weakened to 
*x: E w4,) n CYQA,). 
Remark. The Htilder-continuity of the first derivatives of Ak is used only 
qualitatively, not quantitatively, because it is only used to conclude uk E c”(oAk) 
from uk E C2(.QAk) n C1@,+J T o understand this consider the function w : = a,~,, 
which solves dw = 0 in sZ+ and w 1 8QAk = Gi o A;;‘. From well-known results 
of Widman [8] then w E C1(QAk) follows; thus, uk E C2(~,,k). 
Proof. Suppose that a priori S, is so small that the estimates of Lemmata 4. l- 
4.4 hold. Then the Legendre transforms lk: oAk - UP, e: D- + R3 with respect 
to uk and v are Cl-diffeomorphisms onto D u r (cf. (30)), and the adjoint 
potentials z& , d are in C*(D u r) satisfying the asymptotic conditions (14) 
(15) (16) with ,8 = 3 as well as the equations L(v”)d = L(&) I& = 0 in D. Further- 
more, 
Hence, 
I := G(5). 
satisfies 
w(x) := r2,(z) - z&(x) 
ZL(B)w = (L(6 - z&) +L(a - &)}w in D 
z VW(X) - W(Z) = 0, ZEr 
and the asymptotic conditions (14) (15) (16) with /? = 3. 
(32) 
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Let us consider the boundary value problem given by (32). With 01 = -7/4 
and j E (0; 1; 2) we define the weighted Sobolev spaces 
H,JD) := (g E H,‘““(D): 1 .z ) ~+I61 @g EL,(D) for any multiindex p 
with I B I : = ,4 + B2 + P3 < i> 
and 
the scalar product and norm in HjV,(D). Furthermore, we shall make use of the 
seminorms 
(Notice that H,,,(D) C H,(D).) 
Now on the domain 
D(4 := {g E ff2.m: %(4 - g(4 E fil(D)l 
we define an operator in H,,,(D): 
In the case of a spherical telluroid, i.e., if W(X) = c / x l-l, the operator A becomes 
-(c112/2) r*(d + 3(a2/ar2)), I := 1 z 1. This case was treated in [9] and it can be 
seen there, why it is useful to consider L(a) in weighted Sobolev spaces. 
As in [9] one can prove that A is a Fredholm operator of index 0. Conse- 
quently, the kernel N(A) has finite dimension and there exists a continuous 
right inverse T: H,,,,(D) -+ H,,,(D) such that for any g E D(A) 
TAg - g E N(A). (33) 
By the closed graph theorem T is continuous as an operator from H,,,(D) 
into H,,,(D) and hence 
e := sup 
B4AkIIA~II&,4 
I T& 12.8 
is finite. As can be seen from [9], 8 depends only on w and its derivatives up to 
order 3 as well as on G and its derivatives up to order 2. 
The kernel N(A) however can be determined: 
NW = {g E fL(D): g(4 = ar for some a E R3}. w 
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C,ertainly, functions of the type g(z) = az belong to N(A). On the other hand, 
suppose that g E N(A). Then by interior regularity results (e.g., [l]) g E Cm(D) 
and, by Theorem 2.2, h : = g 0 e solves dh = 0. An easy calculation shows that 
h E Hz,-l(QJ if g E N,,,(D). Also, putting j(z) := zVg(z) - g(z), one gets 
fi(z) : = (F(X) VW(X)) . V/I(X) - h(x) = j 0 e(x). Then 1 x / -lfi E fiI(Q,J because 
of g E fiI(D). Hence, h E N(T, 7) z and h(s) = a . Co with some a E UP by 3.2. 
But then g(z) = h 0 e-l(s) = as, which proves (34). 
Since by (14) (15) (16) w belongs to H,,,(D), (32) can be written as 
where 
w E D(d); -4w = f, 
f := 4 1 x i”‘{L@ - ZiJ + L(5 - z&)} w 6 ff,.,@). 
By (33) there exists g E N(A) such that 
w=Tf+g 
and since 1 g Isea = 0 we get the estimate 
The coefficients afi of L(d -’ z&) are given by the matrix 
A, : = (trace( B - Ok))1 - (B - 0,) 
for which 
holds by Lemma 4.4. 
Hence with W := 0, - oz,: 
(35) 
With (35) this gives 
I w /*,u e YAI 4 - 71 II + I A? - rl Id I w l2.o 
I -, 
and therefore I w 12,a = 0 if I X, - 7 II < 8,: < (2yr,0)-1. Together with the 
asymptotic condition (14) @ = 3) this gives w = 0. Hence 
h,(5) - A&) = VW 0 G(5) = 0. I 
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6. APPENDIX 
In this section we shall calculate the size of the neighbourhood of a spherical 
telluroid, in which uniqueness holds. Also we shall prove (27) for the case of a 
spherical telluroid. For a general telluroid this proof is very similar and we shall 
indicate only where it differs. Hence, all over this section, v and 17 are given by 
V(X) = c j s I-1, c > 0, 
~(5) = -# I G(5)1-3/2G((), 5 E S”. 
Furthermore, let X E Cl(s2, lR3) denote an embedding with 0 $ In, , which is true 
if I X - r) I,-, < R, := mingESe 17(t)\. 
We have to introduce several notations: KZ”, nl denote the unit normal on the 
surface 7 and X resp., pointing into Q,, and Q,, resp. C, , YA , and V, are surface 
gradients on 7, h and s2; q*(c), h,(t) are the Jacobians of 7, X at 5 E s2. For any 
5 E s”, an orthonormal basis Xi([), X,(c) of the tangent space of s2 at 5 is fixed. 
Then 
denote the components of the metric tensors. ,& and +j denote the 2 x 2 matrices 
of the Xj, , rljk , and Sk, vjk are the (j, k)-entries of i-l, 9-l. Then, for example 
v, f = (V,( f 0 A), Xj) P%& (37) 
and hence for any function f E C1(h(s2)) 
I VAf (W))l < I fi-l l1’2 IV,(f Cl w.-)I 
(for ‘I], respectively). 
LEMMA 6.1. Define 
%I :-= E”(7), A):= 1 7 - x lo , 
Cl : = 'l(11, A) 
: = sup I ?I~k~k”K~*& , x*x, - 71*X,) - <A*X, - 7*x, , ~*&)}I”” 
bE.sZ 
E2 : = +7,4 : = y&J{1 $-l 11j2 I @(7(t;)) - n”(h(l)l). 
(38) 
* To avoid ambiguities, we use cc., .> for the Iw3 - scalar product in this section. 
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If l , < R, := min(.,rB 1 ?({)I, thenfor rmy x E Q, and i,j = 1, 2, 3 
where 
Remark. Certainly, ~~(7, h) < y 1 7 - X II , where y depends on ~7 and a 
bound for 17 - h II , which proves (27) for the spherical telluroid. 
Proof. With 5 : = h-r(x), y :=7(t) the left-hand side of (39) is broken up into 
where 
I x 13 I ai aju(x) - ai aj”(x)l < A, + A, + A, , 
Aj, := I I Jc 13ai ajW(X) - ) y i3aiajW( Y)l = 3C 1 XiXj ( X I-’ - YiYj 1 Y I-’ 1, 
d42 ‘= I I Y I3 - I x I3 l I ai ajv(y)I~ 
A, := / x 13 j ai aju(x) - a,a,w(y)l. 
A, is estimated by Taylor’s formula: 
A, < 3c(R, - c,,-lc,, . 
Since I ai ajv( y)/ < 2c 1 y 1p3, A, can be estimated by 
-4, < 2c IY I-“{Iv I2 + I R I I y I + I .t” I”} I I .I? I -- ly I I 
< 2cR;‘{3 + 3R;‘c, + R;“$} c,, < 6c(R, - Qq, . 
Because of I x I3 < (I 7 I,, + cJ3 it remains to be shown 
A, I= I a,ajU(X) - C'$jW(y)l < i 1 V,G,([)~(E~ + 2~2). 
L1 
w 
For this, consider the identity 
ai aju(~) = [n:n,"V,'(G, o A-')- ~~Tz$V,'(G~ 0X-l) + VAi(Gj 0 h-l)](~), (41) 
where nil, VAif denote the ith component of nA, '7, f. A similar identity holds for 
ai a&y) with h, x replaced by 7, y. (41) follows from "V = d(+\, V .> + V,," 
with the aid of 
div Vu(x) = nt(nA, Va,u) + V,,C(Gz Dh-l) = 0. 
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Observe that 
nlAV,j(G1 0 X-l) - n,AV,r(G, o A-r) = t z(l,j)(nA x V,(G, o h-1))6(l.i) , 
Z=l.Z#j 
where x denotes the vector product of UP and ~(1, j) E { 1; 2; 3) is such that 




A, := 1 V,i(Gi 0 ?-l)(r) - V,f(Gi o A-‘)@)[, 
A, := I n,“(y) - ni”(x)I 1 t 
Z=l.Z+i 
Z(& We X Vn(Gz 0 T%(L~) 1. 
A, := ( 5 
Z=l.Z#j 
<(I, j){(nn x V,,(G, 0 7-r)) - (n” X V,(G, 0 X-l)}C(z,i) 1. 
To estimate A, we use (37) 
4 < I V,(G, 0 T-Y Y) - V,(G 0 W4l 
= I(V,G, , &)Wz(r)Jz) - ~kzb=z))I (42) 
< I V,G, I 471, 4. 
With (38) A, can be estimated by 
Finally, A, can be converted into 
A, = I 5 E”(Z, j)(d x (V,,(G, 0 7-l) - V,(Gz o h-l)) Z=l.j#Z 
+ (nn - n”) x VAGz 0 ~%(z.i) ] 




i 1 V,G, 1 
1 
I+-’ 11/2 I rrn - nA I 
Z=l,Z#j 
d ( i 
Z=l.Zfj 
I V,G I) (~1 + 4. 
(43) 
w 
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Combining (42) (43) (44) gives (40), and hence the lemma is proved. 1 
Note that for the estimation of A, no use has been made of the special defini- 
tion of. the normal potential and telluroid. Also after slight modifications, the 
first part of the proof works if 7 and o are replaced by an arbitrary telluroid and 
normal potential. Thus Lemma 4.1 can be considered as proved. 
For the spherical telluroid and x = A({), y = ~(5) an easy calculation shows 
/ x If 1 Vu(r) - K-v(x)J = 1 x 12 ( b(y) - Cv(x)l 
<4clyj-‘Ix-y( +clyl-Ix~-yl2 
fg (4zqi + RT2co) cc0 
with q, as in Lemma 6.1. Hence, for the spherical telluroid Lemma 4.1. reads as 
follows: 
LEMMA 6.2. With E( as in Lemma 6.1 and pl , pLz as in (28) (29): 
/ s 12 j VU(X) - Vv(x)/ 
< [(I 7 lo + %):(R, - QJlM4K’ + K2ql) c%) =: q7, 4, (45) 
I x I3 I at a&X) - ai a&x)1 < ((I 7 lo + co)/(Rl - d13 ~3~3 =: ;2(7, A) (46) 
hold for any x E D,, , provided co < R, . 
Instead of Lemma 4.2., one gets 
LEMMA 6.3. If (9/2) &.(T, A) ti c and co < R, , then U(x) is invertible for 
any x E o,, and 
1 u-l(x)1 < 3 1 x /3(2c - 9$)-l, (47) 
I lF(x) - F1(x)/ < 27c-’ 1 x I3 Z2(4c - 18$,)-i (48) 
hold. The Legendre transforT 1 is a dt~eomorphism of G,, onto D U r. 
To get (47) and (48) one only has to note that 1 U(x) - V(x)1 < 3& / x 1 ~-3 and 
that I P(x) = (3/2) c-i / x j3. 
It is interesting that co < R, is sufficient to show that Vu does not vanish in 
Irz, . This is shown by proving cx, Vu(x)) # 0 on as2,. Suppose for some 
x = A([): (x, Vu(x)) =.O. Hence with .y := q(l):. 
,::x, y) = - 1 y j3 c-‘(x,~ver( y)) = 0. 
But then 1 x - y I2 = x2 + y2 > R12. 
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Lemma 4.4 becomes much simpler for the spherical telluroid, because Lemma 
4.3 is not needed. We shall estimate the differences of the coefficients of L(C) 
and L(d) directly. Note that the adjoint potential d of v is given by 
and hence 
Qz) - (trace P(z))Z = (l/2) cl/* ( z (-3/2(Z + 3P(z)), 
where P(z) denotes the matrix of the orthogonal projection along z: P(z) E := 
1 z [-a(~, [)z. Therefore, with x = Z-l(z): 
@(z) : = ) z 131a{ 0(z) - (trace Z7(z))Z - I+) + (trace Qz))Z} 
= c3p 1 x I-3(U-1(x) - [trace U-l(x)]Z} 
- (l/2) cll’*(Z + 3P(x)) + (3/2) c’l’(Z’(.~) - P(z)) 
+ (I z 13p - cs/* 1 x I-3)[U-1(x) - (trace U-l(x))Z]. 
Noting that 
(l/2) c112(Z + 3P@)) = c312(P(x) - (trace P(x))Z) 1 x /-3 
P(x) - P(z) = P(Vv(x)) - zJ(Vu(x)) 
1 z p* - 812 1 x l-3 = 1 vu(x)p* - 1 vv(x)y 
and remembering 
j A - (trace A)Z 1 < 2 / A I, 
one gets from (49) 
1 m(z)1 < 2~s’~ I x 1-3 / U-l(x) - Y-‘(x)] + (3/2) c112 ) P(Vv(x)) - P(Vu(x))l 
+ 2 1 U-l(x) 1 ) ) vu(x)/3/* - ) vv(x))3/*). 
From (45) and Taylor’s formula 
1 ) Vu(x)131’ - I VV(X)/~/* 1 < (3/2) I x /-3 ;r(c + Pl)“s 
follows. Also, for two vectors a, b # 0: 
1 P(a) - P(b)1 < 2 max(l a l-l, I b 1-l) / a - b I 
holds, and hence 
1 P(Vu(x)) - P(VzJx))I < 2qc - tll)-l. 
505/38/I-9 
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Thus, m(z) can be estimated by 
/ I+)/ < 27c1p(2c - 9:,)-Y, + 3c1/*+(c - &1)-l 
+ 9(2c - 9&)-‘(c + Z1)Wl =: I?(?, A). 
Now we shall suppose that the spherical telluroid 17 is admissible. This is the 
case if G/ ( G 1 is a diffeomorphism of Sa onto itself. Then the condition “dim 
N(T, v) = 3” from Definition 3.2. is fulfilled automatically ([6,9]). 
Going into the proof of Theorem 5.1 formula (36) can be replaced by 
In [93, bounds are given for the number 0 in the case c = 4. Let us call this 
bound 0, . Then Theorem 5.1. can be replaced by 
THEOREM 6.4. If h, , h, are embeddings as in Theorem 5.1. and if 1 is an 
admissible telluroid, then A1 = & , provided we have for k = 1, 2: 
I Art - 7 lo < 4 7 g2h, A,) < (219)~ E(7), AJ < c”“/(2e,). 
Finally, we indicate how a theorem similar to Theorem 5.1. can be proved 
with small, but nonzero w. To transform the unknown domain Sr, into the known 
domain D it is natural to attempt, first of all, the use of the Legendre transform 
with respect to the function ti(x) := u(x) + (w2/2)(xr2 + +x22), where u is the 
gravitational part of the potential (i.e., Au = 0). However, with this choice, I 
would not be injective because at several points outside the earth the gravitational 
and the rotational parts of the force cancel. To avoid this difficulty, we modify 
the function ti by inserting a factor p so that it becomes 12(x) := u(x) + 
b2/2) P(W” + ~2~). H ere P is a Cam(W) - cut off function which is identically 
1 in the region where X is sought. Let 7 now be a telluroid with normal potential 
6. This means that e(x) = v(x) + (w2/2)p(x)(xr2 + xpz), where Av = 0 and 
VG o 7 = G. If one can carry out the Legendre transform with respect to 6 then 
one can carry it out with respect to ti, provided 17 - /\ I1 is small. Considering 
the adjoint function z2 of Ei, zi solves a nonlinear boundary value problem in D: 
trace 0-r + f (~a) = 0, z V~Z(Z) - c(z) = II’(5), (c z G(1;)) 
and satisfies the asymptotic conditions (14) (15) (16). Heref (x) : = (o.P/Z)A( p(x) 
(xl2 + +a)). As in the case w = 0 one can linearize at the adjoint function 
?? of 6 and then prove uniqueness as in Theorem 5.5. Thus the proof for w f 0 
essentially runs the same way as in the case w = 0. The technical details, how- 
ever, are a bit more complicated. 
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